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ABSTRACT

Selectivity bias arises in program evaluation when the treatment (or

control) status of the subjects is related to unmeasured characteristiCs

that themselves are related to the program outcome under study. This

situation potentially leads to a misestimation of the treatment effect.

In this paper we adopt techniques recently developed in the econometric

analysis of labor markets to the bias problem in a conventional evalua

tion model. A resolution of the problem 'emerges under assumptions that

are reasonably general. References the institutional setting of

evaluation research and to applications in labor economies place the

"selection bias" problem in a broader context. The paper concludes with

several caveats about the proposed technique.



Issues in the Analysis of Selectivity Bias

1. INTRODUCTION

Selectivity bias' arises in program evaluationi when the treatment

(orcontrol) status of the subjects is related to unmeasured character-

istics that themselves are related to the program outcome under study.

The term "bias" refersico the potential misestimation of the effect of

the treatment (or program) on the outcome. Selectivity bias is a concern

whenever the assignment to treatment and control groups is not random,

conditional on whatever observable explanatory variables, if any, are

used in the analysiL So stated, it is clear that the issue of selection

bias is pervasive in empirical research in economics because the assign-

ment of observations to the different statuses defined by the predictor

or exolanatory variables of interest are seldoteeplicitly random. Thus,

there should be a common ground in the'methods used to analyze selectivity

bias in program evaluation and econometrics, distinct but increasingly

overlapping fields.

In this paper we adapt techniques developed in the econometric analysis

of labqy mark is -- particularly by James J. Heckman (1974, 1976, 1978, 1970,

G. A. addala (19761 1978) and Haddala and Lung-fei Lee (1976)--to the

bias problem in a conventional evaluation model. A resolution of.:.the problem

emerges under assumptions that are reasonably general.

The next section of the paper provides an institutional background

by describing developments in program evaluation and in applied labor
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economics chat deal with and illustrate the issue of selection bias. Section

2 :hen' introduces a simple Model that illustrates formally the seatistical

issues, notes conditions when no bias exists and when the direction of bias

is known, and points to several misunderstandings in the program.evaluation

literature. Section 3 surveys several econometric approaches in labor

economics that have attempted to "eliminate (or, equivalently, to quantify)

the bias. _SectionAT which'is the core of the paper, applies the new

econometric approach to the conventional evaluation model to indicate how

the selection bias in this model may be resolved.

1. Developments in Program Evaluation and Labor Economics Involving
Selection Bias

Evaluation research began with the analysis of rather small-scale

.1

, pro.;ecrs, mainly. in medicine, experimental and social psychology, educational

,psychology, and economics. In economics, the basic approach was benefit-

cost analysis, which was'different from the more direct application of

statistics in the other disciplines. Since the mid-1960s evaluation

cese\arch has been applied to large-scale governmental programs whose main

purpose was to improve the well-being of a sizeable segment of socletyti

.

Evaluation vas not the main objective of the programs, which lArgely.

explains why random assignment to treatment and control groups was

almost never emplo/ed. Nevertheless, ex post evaluations were publicly

demanded because the successes or faihres of the programs were major

political issues.

TLe current practice of 'program evaluation research by economists is

quite different from the ex ante evaluation of water resource projects and

the like, which were the mainstay of traditional.benefit-cost analysis.
1
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In ex post evaluations, 0e first priority is to estimate the (Nana-

tative effect of the program, which logically precedes the determination

of whether the bdnefits exceed the costs. This priority_Buts.a greater

emphasis on statistical models and has brought economic evaluation research

closer to the approaches used in other disciplines.

Today, evaluation research is a huge enterprise in applied social

science. The Evaluation Research Society was organized in 1976, and the

journal Evaluation began in 1973 with a grant from the National Institute

of Mental Health. Course's on the topic are offered in graduate schools of

many universities, often in recently established departments or centers of

public administration and policy research. A two - volume. Handbook of

Evaluation Research, intended as a text for graduate cO6rses, includes a

bibliography of some 1500 items, almost all post-1960 and almost all by

noneconomists.
2

Other books on evaluation, filling several shelves in one's

bookcase, also tend to be recently published and written by noneconomists.
3

The volume Federal Program Evaluation contains an inventory of approxi-

mately 1700 evaluation reports produced by and for 18 selected Federal

agencies, covering the period 1973-1975. Many were written by researchers

outside the government, but all were related to agency programs.
4

One may

safely credit.(or-blame) the federal government, beginning with the Great

Society programs of the Johnson administration, for making evaluation

research the growth industry that it now is.

The topic of our paper, selectivity bias, occupies a small part of the

statistical methodology aspect of evaluation research, an aspect which is,

itself, only a small part of the total field. Nevertheless, selectivity

7
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bias can be given a broad interpretation, with implications and appli-

cations extending beyond evaluation research. For example, selectivity

bias can be viewed broadly as a version of specification error in'statis-

tical models in which behavioral outcomes are functions of "predictor" or

"explanatory" variables. In this version, the outcome of a program is

examined in the same way as an outcome of a controlled experiment in a

laboratory or, at theodier end of the spectrum Of research settings, as

an outcome in a historical, process measured with time-series data. There

is a common framework used to measure the causal effect on the outcome of,

respectively, the program, the laboratory treatment; or.the historical event.

Selectivity concerns the presence of some characteristic of the treatment

(or control) group that is associated both.with receipt of the treatment
., --

and also with the outcome so as.to lead to a false attribution of causality

regarding treatment and outcome. So stated, selectivity bias is a version

of omitted-variable bias, commonly analyzed under the rubric of

sp.... fication error in econometric models. The unbiased measurhnent of

causal effects is a broad and complex topic. As the eminent statistician

W. Edwards Deming (1975) stated, "Evaluation is a study Of causes."

In labor economics the issue of selection bias in evaluation models

has been confronted directly in a number of recent studies. Training and

education programs deal with individuals who are either selected for the

program or who are self-selected. If this selection process is not fully

known to the i*vestigator,
I

estigator, an unbiased measure of the treatment may be ,t

unobtainable. For explicit attention to this problem, see the

evaluation study of a government training program by Orley Ashenfelter

8
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(1973) and the evaluations of compensatory education programs by Irwin

Garfink-el and Eduard M. GramliCh (1973) and by Burt S. Barnow and Glen G.

Cain (1977). Regulatory programs usually deal with firms, and apin

there is selection by the agencies (or' self-selection) for participation

in the regulatory process. The apparent effects of the program may be

biased becausi-lhe outcomes may reflect unmeasured preexisting Lharacter-

istics of the selected firms. Evaluations of anti-discrimination and

affirmative action programs are a case in point, and Heckman and

Kenneth I_ Wolpin's (1976) study of the Office of Federal Contract Compliance

of the U.S. Dpartment of Labor deals explicitly with selection bias.

Another example is the study by Robert S. Smith (1975) of the i'pact on

injuries of the "target industries program" of the Occupational Safety and

Health Act (see also the critique by Jack E. Triplett [19751) .

There are also well-known examples of the selection bias issue

in other areas of labor economics, testifying to the pervasiveness of

the issue in empirical economic research. Attempts to measure the effect

of unions on wages are especially interesting because the selection process

is so varied in several dimensions. The units of observation may be

industries, occupations, firms, or individuals, There is an element of

self-selection among individual workers, dependent in part on the worker's

preferences for unionism; there is selection by union organizers, dependent

in part on the costs and benefits to the union of organizing the work place;

and there is selection by employers through their hiring and personnel

policies. Some twenty .years ago H. Gregg Lewis (1959) discussed these

potential selection biases in examining the union wage effect. Several

9
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recent econometric studies have attempted to model the selection of workers

into union stet s in the course
.
of estimating the union wage effect:

Ashenfelter and aorge Johnson (1972), Peter Schmidt and Robert P. Strauss

(1976), Lee (1978), and Duane Leigh (1978) (see also .3andall J. Olsen

(19781). The intricacies in this area are illustrated by noting that the

bias may differ across demographic or social groups in the population.

Ashenfelter (1972) estimated a larger union effect for blacks than for whites,

and Zvi Griliches (1976) estimated a relatively large union effect on the

wages of young men, ages 17-27.. Does the selection process operate

ently among such groups of workers, and, it so, are differential biases a

consequence?

Labor supply studies of :omen have probably provided the most explicit

attentl.on to the selectivity Las issue in economics. Here the narket

wage of women is the analoguf to the treatment in evaluation studies, and

the selectivity process affects labor force paiticipation and thus the

observability of the market wage. A special feature here is that the sample

for which a wage is Tolasured is truncated--no wage is measured for non-

working women. In the typical program-evaluation design, the treatment

variable is measured for both the treatment and control groups. Heckl

provided an early analysis of this problem,(1974) and a useful rfriew

article-(19Z6). Yoram Ben-Porath (1971), Reuben Gronau (1973,/1974), and

Lewis (1974) had earlier discussions of this application bf selectivity

bias, and T. Paul Schultz. (1980) and Clore Hinoch (1980) have contr.ibuted

more recent work.

10
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Even those rare examples of economic research which use controlled

experiments with randOm assignments to program statusnamel, the

negative income tax experimentshave been forced to confront selectivity

bias. The issue arlses with respect to attrition, particularly when the

subjects leave -the, experiment for one of the existing welfare programs.

Analyses of these experiments have included attempts at modeling the pro-

cesses of attrition and of participation'in welfare programs: Harold W.

Watts, 'Jon K. Peck, and Michael Taussig (1977), and Garfinkel (1977).

Other studies in labor economics will be cited in Section 3 as

illustrative of specific approaches to dealing with selectivity bias., Our

. I

thesis _that the issue of selectivity bias is, ii and pervasive ix

econometric: research as well as in program evaluation research should be

noncontroversial.

A SIMPLE FORMULATION OF THE EVALUATION MODEL

We focus on that part of an evaluation that seeks to measure the effect

of the program on a specific quantified outcome. Many aspects of a full

evaluation are ignored in this narrow focus: the costs of the program, the

dol:ar-equivalent value of the outcome, the administration of the program,

the equity issues involved in the distribution of benefits and costs, the

correspondence between measured outcomes and political objectives; the

question of multiple objectives, and others.

For simplicity's sake,. assume that the outcome, y, is linearly related

to the treatment status, z (defined by participation in the program), and to

an unobserved variable, w, defined as the preprogram "true ability" to

achieve the outcome. A pure random term, t, completes the equation. In
1 -4
JiJE
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this nypothez_cal evaluation mode , with systemati:altelated to ,z

and w, there would be no need for any other.contral variables. The

evaluator's interest is in the eject of z on y, given true ability, and

. by assumption to comp:Ately measures that true ability. In (1) below, a

is the 'true treatment effect:

(1) y = z

,

Butpis equation is nonoperational because\w is unobserved (which,

incidintally, is why assigning it a unit coefficient is innocent). How may

the evaluator persuade an interested audience chat 'the measured effect of

on ylis free of anx contamination from a correlation between z and 1%.,
f

given that t is not'available as an explanati;ry variable? Random assign-f

,tent to the z status is convincing it principle. But the integrity of

randomization may be compromised in practice (by reliance on volunteers, by

the absence of a double-blind design, by attrition), and in any event,

almost all programs deliberately use nonrandom assignments.

There should be widespread agreement among economists that random

assignments are not essential to the estimation of unbiased treatment

effect\s,5 As we have argued in earlier papers, unbiasedness is attainable

when the variables which determined the assignment aNclown, quantified,

and included in the equation: Goldberger (1 72), Barnow (1973), Cain

(1975). Assume that an observed variable, t, was used to determine assign-

ment into the treatment group (z = 1) and th_ control group (z = 0). In

general, t, which we refer toz.as the selection variable, would be a score

based on a composite of variables, some of which would be correlates of

12



ability, w. Nevertheless, since t is the only systemat!: Jeterinan: of

treatment status', c will capture any correlation between z and u. Thus,

the observed c codld replace the uncbserv-ed w as the explanatory variable

in (1). In equation (2), Si would be unbiased, that is, equal to a:

(2) .1= z R-g-tL cfc
-2

The use of either w or t as an explanatory variable, then, will frez

from the contamination,which leads to selectivity bias.

"Modeling the selection process" is, of course, precisely what one

claims to do when specifying a multiple regr4ssion which holds constant

those traits of the unit of observation that affect the outcome and that

are ce4lairgted with the input variable of interest. A purely random deter-

minant of assignment would, be harmless, where "random" refers to a selection

variable--such. as the flip of a coin--that does not affect the outcome.

Theory is supposed to tell us which selection variables are associated with

outcomes. As examples; how do persons get "selected into" different

educational attainment categories or into union membership, and how do the

variables fully desCribing this process relate to an outcome variable like

earnings)!

To illustrate briefly the selection model 'With an example that has

spawned an extended controversy, assume z is participation in the Head

Start compensatory education program, y Is the postprogram test score t.t

is presumed to measure cognitive achievement, and r represents the family

income of the children. Assume, further, that those children for whom t

is below the poverty line (tn) are in the program (z = 1) and those with

values of t above t are excluded (z = 0). Even though the correlation
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between w and c and the-correlation between z and t are both negative, there

is no bias in 31 in model...(?). Figure I illustrates the magnitude of

in the case that the program is beneficial.

A misunderstanding-has arisen in the uses and interpretatiOn of this

model. In a seminal paper on eyaluation methodology, the psychologist

Donald T. Campbell (1969) suggested that this model, which he calls the

"regression discontinuity" design, is severely restricted But his reasons,

in fact; do !volt apply. Campbell and Albert Erlebacher (1970) say that the

model requires a random assignment among "ties" on the boundary line of

participation (tp in our example), and that "we would learn about the effects

of the program only for a narrow band . . . . rge would wonder about its

effectiveness for the most disadvantaged. "6 But model (2) uses the full

range of t; ties are inconsequential, and therefore no randomization is

needed; and the entire range. of values of t provides potential

information for the effectiveness of the program, even for nonlinear orw

interactive effects. Figures 2A and ZB illustrate negative and_positive

interactions between the treatment and t. The nonlinear functional forms

shown are chosen to avoid both deleterious and explosive treatment effects

when t becomes large; such nonlinearities, of course, would have to be

specified in the model.

Let usrexamAne next the case where the selection process is not known

precisely, in the sense that the available data do not permit quantification

of t. Assume that there is available a vector x, composed of variables

that are correlated withthat is, proxy for -- ability, w. At the Same

- ma': include variables which enter E. The equation to be fitted is
v

-
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y, Posttcst.

a
1
.
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Figure 1

z=1, treatment

=0, .:ontrol

t, Family Income

Figure 1. Nonrandom assignment to treatment and control groups, based
on family income, t. Dashed lines represek nonobserved
extrapolation of y, given t and the treatment/control

1 status, z.
.
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Figure 2A

Negative z x t interaction

NO,

NS.

ale

Fiiurei 2A
and 2B

_t

NO,

12

y

z = 1, treatment

z = 0, control

Figure 2B

Positive z x t interaction

z = 1, treatment

z = 0, control

tp

Nonrandom assignments to "treatment and control groups based

on family income t, in examples where the -treatment inter-

acts with t4. Dashed lines represent nonobserved extra-
polations of y, given t and the treatment/control,-status.
In Figure 2A the upper solid line, showing a negative
interaction, is assumed to reach an asymptote rather than to
decline indefinitely, thus avoiding,a deleterious treatment'
effect at higher t values. SiMilarly in Figure 2B, a positive
treatment x selection interaction increases at a decreasing
rate and reachesfm asymptote, thus preventing the treatment
effect Prom exploding at higher t values.

.m.... Vt....
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**
y = y

1
z + yl x + e ._a

An estimate of yi in this model will in general be biased for a. As

discussed in our earlier papers, the bias depends on the covariance of z

and w conditional on x and may be positive or negative. On this point a
1

misunderstanding arose in the well-known and often-cited paper by Campbell'

and Hrlebacher (1970) dealing with an evaluation of Head Start. They argued

that the direction of bias could be inferred on the basis of the x, z

correlation:

How can one tell which direction a matching bias will

take? Only by having evidence of the nature of the
population difference which'matching attempted to
,overcome . . .' . This undermatching Ion true abilitYl"
-showed up on the socioeconomic status ratings subse-
quently made (which showed a.negative correlation
between socioeconomic status and treatment status].

It is the last sentence in the quotation that gave rise to the misunder-

standing. In the example discusied, x was the socioeconomic status of

the parents. Knowing that the.x, w correlation is positive, one cannot

infer that a negative x, z correlation biases down the Head Start (or z)

effect. What determines the bias is the conditional covariance, C(z,wIx)

,

and not the unconditional covariance, C(z,w).
8

Consider the general empirical model represented by equation (3) above, -

-in which We investigator has measures of x. As one polar case, x coincides

with w, and there would be no bias in estimating the treatment effect

regardless of the selection process. .Here, C(z,w) 0 0 but C(z,wlx) = 0

because x coincides with w. This polar case is presumably hypothetical

because w is unobserved. As another polar case, x coincides with t, and

/

,

e

1

NI

't

..

.1.
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there is again no bias, as was discussed above in connection with equation

(2). Here again C(z,w),.0 0, but C(z,wIx) n 0 because selection on t (= x)

means that the only relation between w and z is that which is induced by the

relation between w and t (= x), a source of correlation which is fully

captured by x. A third pdlar case
1
is that t, and therefore the z statue,

is random, 'like a coin flip. Hert again, C(z,wIz) = 0, and indeed C(z,w) = O.

This leayes the important case when w is unobserved and the selection

\\nonrandom and not fully measured. With no other oueside ir.Zormation,

nothing Can be said about the direction of biai. ti ith information about the

c\ covariances--in particular C(z,wlx), but also C(t,x1W) or its

eqralent in sign, C(z,xlw) -- direction of bias may be determined. With

, -

information about the distribution of the unobserved variables, t and w,

along, with information about the functional form relating t and w to x, it

turns out--perhaps surprisingly--that the bias may be quantified, and

further, that this achievement does not require Information about the signs

of the relations, conCtional or unconditional, among t, w, z, and x, beyond

whtt may be directly measured on'tHe basis of-the observed values of z and x.

The quantification (or equivalently the elimination) of bias in terms of the

Model of evaluation is demonstrated in Section 4. Let us first survey

briefly the handling of selectivity bias in the recent econometric studies

in labor economics.

3. APPROACHES TO SELECTION BIAE:IN LABOR ECONOMETRICS

As we read the labor.econometrics literature, it taps additional infor-
,

tation about the'selection,process,io obtain anunbiased estimate of the
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treatment effect when the observed x-variables exhaust neither t nor w. In

essence, a selection equation with z as the dependent variable is specified,

and restrictions are placed on it relative to the outcome equation--our (3).

The role of the restrictions is to purge the apparent treatment effect--

y
1
in our equatiri (3)--of any preexisting differences between the treat:

ment and control g oups. In our reading, we detect two types of,restric-

tions. The first type diaCifies that one or more'variables determining

selection do not affect the outcome and hence are excludable from the out-

//
come equation. Thus, information on variables excluded from

The second type specifies functional form for the relation

w and a nonlinear relation between z and x. This leads to a

x is required .

between and-

nonlinear

function of x in the outcome equation, which serves to control for any z,

w relation that is net of x.

/
In distinguishing these two- types of restrictions, we pass over what

is no doubt the most common approach: simply assume away the selection bias
/ / .

/ /
after a diligent,attempt Co include a large number of variables in x that

control for ability., w. The'argument, or assumption, is that whatever the

selection variables may be, beyond those included in x, they are unrelated

to outcome. In the two-equation recursive formulation for z and for y, .

which we discussed above and present formally in section 4, this amounts

to assuming that z,is determined by both x\7d a disturbance that, is uncorre-

,
laced with the,diiturbance, cl*, in equatio (3) determining y. Most of the

research estimating the effect of education the treatment variable) on
,)

earnings (the outcome) adopts this approach. Also, the empirical estimates

of the Head Start efPact on test scores by BarnOw and Cain (1977) fell in

4is category.

1.9
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Two examples suffice to illuscrate the first type of restriction,

which is to obtain additional les that have no effect on the-outcome and

then to use this information to identify the treatment effect. A

trivial but universally accepted case is the coin flip. When the t

variable is generated naturally by environmental or market forces,

however, the assumption that the "selection variables" have no effect

on the outcome will usually be controversial. For example, in a study of

the effect of unionism on wage rates, Ashenfelter and Johnson (1972)

variously assumed that the concentration ratio of the industry or the

region of residence (South or non-South) determines the extent of

unionism, while concentration and region have no causal effect upon

4.
wage rates. Thus, those two variables are excluded from the structural

equation foryages. The authori suggested that those identifying

restrictions might be considered arbitrary.
9

The second type of restriction permits distinguishing between the

way the x-variables affect selection nom the way they affect outcomes

(or, equivalently, the way they represent ability). David Greenberg and

%Marvin Kosters,(1973) analyzed the relation between labor supply (an

outcome) and nonlabor income (the treatment). Their initial empirical

work led them to specify a selection process that involved differential

tastes or preferences for asset accumulation (and, thus, for nonlabor

income). They used some of the x-variables from the labor supply equation,.

20
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to estimate asset preferences by the device of a regression of observed

assets on the selected x-variables. Predicted assets were included in the

final labor supply equation, and identification of its effect was achieved

by virtue of its nonlinear relation to x. The controversial feature of

this procedure is that the specification of the nonlinear function between

observed assets and the set of x-variables was somewhat ad hoc.

More recent work, beginning with Heckman (1974), appears Co be consider-

ably more general. A nonliner functional form in x that serves to Identify

the treatment effect is not imposed directly but rather emerges from two

assumptions: one, that the distribution of the error terms in the equations

for the omitted variables, w and t, is bivariate normal; and, two, that the

functional forms relating w arkt to x are knownin-practice, known to

be linear. We develOp,this in Section 4.,

Heckman's model, dealing.withthe labor suPply.ofwomen, is Compli-

cated by two features: one,..-,simultaneity, which does not appear in the-

;typical evaluation model; and the other, truncation, which does appear but

in a somewhat disguised form. first, in the women's labor supply ;Ariel,

analogue to the omitted ability variable is the "shadow price of time" in

housework, and this is assumed to be affected by the outcome variable,

hours of market work. Thus, a simultaneous-equation model is specified and;'-

as with the Ashenfelter and Johnson model, additional identifying restrictions

are required. Second, as mentioned earlier, the analogue to the treatment

variable is the wage rate, and this is not observed for women who supply

zero-hours/Of market work. Thus, the distribution-of Wage rates is truncated

and, unlike the treatment variable in program evaluation models, is not
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measured for all observations. This is only an apparent difference, however.

In the evaluation model with differential ability between treatment and

control groups, the two groups are effectively truncated (or censored) on

ability, and the technique for correcting for the omitted variable bias is

the same as the technique for correcting for the truncation bias.

4. UNBIASED ESTIMATION OF TREATMENT EFFECTS IN THE EVALUATION MODEL

We now sharpen the specification of the evaluation model in a way which

g

will permit unbiased estimation of the treatment effect. The observable

variables are y = outcome, z = treatment (z = 1 for treatment group, z 0

for. control group), and x = vector of covariates (including the constant).

'The unobserved variables are w = abiJ.ity and.t = selection:along with

various disturbances to be introduced below. By definition of t, assign-

ment Co the two groups 'is determined by

1 if t > 0

(4) z =
0 if t < O.

By'definition of w, outcome is determined by

(5) _ y =w+az+e,

where the disturbance e
o
is normally distributed, independent of w and z,

with expectation zero and variance 000.

Consider the joint probability distiibution of w, t, and x in the'

initial population, that is, prior to selection and treatment. We suppbse*

that

(6) w 0' x c1 1

2 2
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where 91 and are coefficient vectors and where the disturbances ti

and s2 are bixarlate-normal, independent of x (and of withwith expectations

zero, variances au and 02z, and covariance a12. Note that in (6)-(7)

two sources of nonrandom selection are distingulhed: w and t can be

correlated via their common dependence on x and via the correlation of

their disturbances el and el. Equations (6)-(7) are not intended to be

-^,

causal: we need not say that x determines w and/or t. Rather, thespeci-

fication may be interpreted as purely descriptive of the joint probability

distribution of t, t, and x.

Proceeding to the analysis, we substitute (6) into.(3) to get the

---outeome equation:

(8) = 9' x z e
3 '

where e3 = si + andNow e2 and £3 are bivariateLnormal, independent of

x, with expectations zero, variances c22 and 03; = ail a00, and covariance

021 $2,a1.1. We seek E(ylx, z), the expectation of Outcome conditional on the

covariates and the treatment dummy.

From <4) and'(7) we see that the event = 1 is equivalent to the

event > 0, and thus to E2 > - 92 x, and thus to,(e.,L /02) > -'91x,

_

where.a2 = foci and ! (102) By the same argument, the event z = 0

is equivalent to (e2/2) <,- Oix. Now £.2/a2 is a standard normal variable

independent of x. Since z is binary, it follows that

(9) E(zlx ) - hob (z = 11x) = 1 -'F(- 8'x) = F(8'x),
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where F() denotes the standard normal cumulative distribution function.

Further, it follows that

, .

(10) E((e2/02)1x, z = 1) = f(kix)/F(eix),

(11) E((z2/02)1x, z = 0) = -f(eix)/(1 - F(9ix)),

where f() denotes the standard normal density function: see Johnson and

Kotz (1970, p. 81). Using f and F as shorthand for f(01x) and E_(cx)
._.

I .\
respectively, we can assemble (10)-(11) Into, say,

(12)

EC(ea2)1x, z) = z.f/F -11(1 - z)f/(1 - F)

I,N

.: f

!F(1 F)
) (z - F)

,._......-.

= tqx, z; 9).

/
Then E(ellx, z) = c2 h(x, z; ), and with the distignal

information under (8), it follows that

E(e3 lx ,
z) = (c

12
/c

22
) E(s

2
I

'
z) = ph(x, z;. 9),

--

where p = a
12 2: .

/a . see Johnson and Kdtz (1972, p. 112) .

i

In view of (13), the expectatilin of (8) conditional on x and z is

.(14) E(ylx, z) = Oix a z .1- p h(x, z;'8).
....O .w.......,...............

_SAAce this is A conditional expectation function relating observable variables,

its parameters, namely el, a, 11, and 9, are consistently estimable by nonlinear

least squares. We have this established a method of obtaining an unbiased,.

e
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or to be precise, a consistent estim-ate of the treatment effect in our

specification of the evaluation model. In doing so, we have simply restated

the arguments in Heckman (1976). and Maddala and Lee (1976)

To estimate (14) in practice, a two-step procedure may be used. First,

estimate e by maximum-likelihood probit analysis of z on x, and insert those

estimates q in place of Ei in (12) to calculate fl = h(x, z; q) at each obser--

vation. Sec666, estimate a, -and .4 by linear least squares regression of1,
A

y on x, z, and h. This too provides consistent estimates.

A main theme in the evaluation research literature on selection bias

is thus verifiedl. linear regression of y on x and z produces biased estimates

of a, the treatment effect. But in the present formulation the precise

_ -

source of the bias is apparent, namely omission of the h(x, z; 9) variable

in (14). Once this term is included, least-squares regression gives a proper

.
>

estimate of a. We observe from (14) that linear regression of x and z alone

would give an unbiased estimate of a in the special case 0 = 0, that is
: .

612 = 0, hat is C(w, tlx)
r N"
= 0 or, equivalently, C(w, zlx) = 0. This verifies

the resultS' discussed informally in sections 2 concerning the absence of bias

when assignM nt is purely random, or purely on the basis of the observable

covariates.l0

A still simpler approach/ is also available. With the aid of (9) and

(12) we recognize that conditional on x, h(x, z; e) is a constant times

z - E(z1x), so that

(15) E(11(x, z; e)110 . 0.

. Applying the iterated expectation rule to (14) then gives"
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(16) E(y;x) = E (E(ylx, z)) = iix ^AE(z!x) = :ix 4. xF(itx).

Indeed, (16) can be obtained directly from (8): see Maddala and Lee (1976

p. 528) and thus holds without assuming normality for to. Now (16) is

also a conditional expectation function relating observable variables, so

its parameters, 81,a, and 9 are consistently estimated by nonlinear least

squares. In practice a two-step procedure may be used: First, estimate

9 by maximum-likelihood probit analysis of z on x, and insert those estimates

in place of 8 to calculate 2 = F(eix) at each observation. Second, estimate

9
1
and a by linear least squares regression of y on x and z. From thIs

perspective, linear regression of y on x and z produces biased estimates of

a because .the variable z has not been purged of its endogeneity.

For more formal discussion of these and alternative estimation procedures,

see also Takeshi Amemiya (1978), Heckman (1078) and Lee (1979).

We believe that this straightforward application of the Heckman-

Maddali-Lee approach resolves in printiple the problem of selectivity bias

.as it arose in evaluation research. Having reached that point, we mast

indicate that a number of serious problems require attention among which

are the following:

(i) Choice among alternative consistent estimation procedures.

(ii) High degree of collinearitY in the second-step regressions.

(iii) Robustness of estimators to non-normality of disturbances: see

Crawford (1979).

(iv) 1isspecification of original model, in which case the nonlinear

terms h(x, z; 9) and F(9'x) may be proxying'for omitted variables and/or
4

nonlinearities.

(v) Multiple selection rules; see Waldman (1979).

26
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4,

This listing includes both conceptual problems-7particularly (v),

(iv), and possibly (iii)--and problems of implementationmainly (i),

(ii),. and (iii). We are not able at this time to assess the frequency

or seriousness of these problems, so the list will have to stand by

itself_0_a-rather stark agenda for future
analvsis.

_ v

5

I
I.
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NOTES

.1
Two earl; influential books in this tradition are Roland N. McKean,

Efficiency in government thrOugh systems analysis (New York: John, Wiley,

1958), and Otto Eckstein, Water resources development: The economics of
project evaluation (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1958).

2
E. I.; Struening, and Marcia Guttentag, eds., Handbook of evaluation

research, 2 vols., (Beverly Hills, Calif., 1975, Sage Publications)..
These voltmes will 6e cited as HER I and Her II.

3
See the appendix.

4
Federal program evaluation, a directory for the Congress, by the

U.S. General Accounting Office (Washington, D.C.: GPO, 1976). No
information is given on the cost of these evaluatidne., Perhaps a
conservative estimate of the average cost of an evaluation stud)' is
$50,000. This implies that $85 million was spent in the 1973-75 period.

5
However, consider the following statement by the economist Alice

Rivlin (1971, pp. 111-112):

A valid experiment requires that individuals be
assigned to treatment or control groups by a random
selection process. Chance must enter. 4 govern-
ment official may find it far more difficult to
explain to the public that he is allocating a scarce
resource on the"basis of chance than to defend some
other selection criterion such as need or merit or
"first come, first serve." But if such criteria
are used, those not selected cannot validly be com-
pared with the treatment group to establish the
effectiveness of the treatment, because the two
groups may differ in important ways.

6
Campbell (1969) is reprinted in HER t, pp. 71-99. Campbell and

Erlebacher (1970) is reprinted in HER I, pp. 597-617. The quotation in
the text is on p. 615 of HER I.

7
HER I, p. 606.

8
Campbell and Erlebacher also referred to the fact that the analysts in

the study being criticized had a more difficult time finding the "most
disadvantaged" children among the control group (HER t, p. 607). This

proves nothing, however. The most disadvantaged children may be more
difficult to recruit generally for either treatment or control groups.
Or the most disadvantaged control children who were found may have been
lower on true ability than the treatment children of the same measured
status.

s
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9Actually, their model was more elaborate than our two-equation

recursive representation as they allowed.for full simultaneity between. union

(selection) status and wage rates (outcomes). Thus, they required additional

identifying restrictions to estimate the effect of wage rates on union

status and used the restrictions that an industry's average educational

level and percentage of female employees affect wage rates but not the

extent of unionism. Clearly, these are also debatableassumptions.

10There have been many recent attempts in the educational psychology

literature at analyzing selectivity. bias in the evaluation model. Among

these are Cronbach et al. (1977), Kenny (1975), Linn and alerts (1977), Overall

and Woodward (1977), Porter and Chibucos (1975), Rubin (1974), Weisberg

(1978). It now appears to us that these attempts all ran astray precisely

because they focus on the linear regression (or ANCOVA) of'y on x, z,

as indeed we did in our earlier papers: Goldberger (1972), Barnow (1973),

Cain (1975). Our use of the t-variable imthe pre$ent formulation was.

stimulated by some ideas in Cronbach, et al. (1977) and Weisberg (1978).

It is worth noting that the present approach requires no ex ante specifi-

cation of the direction of selection -- "creaming" vs. "scraping". The

direction can be inferred ex post'from the signs of the coefficients.
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